When trying to use provisioning template preview, an exception is raised. This happens regardless of the existence of a host.

Last upstream commit that I'm on: 74f5ebf
does your host have partition table assigned? the error message is not very helpful, but most likely the host does not have everything assigned correctly

#2 - 02/26/2018 12:29 PM - Ido Kanner
Marek Hulán wrote:

does your host have partition table assigned? the error message is not very helpful, but most likely the host does not have everything assigned correctly

It looks like the host have partition table (kickstart default).
On a forklift copy that I have, the issue does not happen, it has more plugins and also katello, so I'm trying to figure it out.
Make sure the partition table is in right org/loc, especially if you enabled orgs/locs later than when you seeded the DB.

This problem can be caused:

- By incorrect taxonomy of the partition table.
- By setting partition table to blank value on a host.
- By setting bootdisk provision method which causes `pxe_build?` to return false.

Bugzilla link set to 1597208
Triaged changed from No to Yes
Difficulty set to medium

Related to Refactor #25680: Allow plugins to override validate_media? added

Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/6516 added

Fixed in Releases 1.22.0 added

Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 7476d397deea69e18d546fa71bc694c95240b53.